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        Effortlessly connect

         to better hearing.

      

        Always on. Always automatic.

        Explore Savant AI
        Watch the video
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        Introducing 2-Way Audio.

        Hear and connect effortlessly with 
hands-free conversation.

        Explore Savant AI
      

    

  











  
    
      
        
          Made for masks

          Face masks and social distancing make hearing harder than ever. NuEar hearing aids can help.

          	Our custom hearing aids won’t get tangled or pulled off when wearing or removing face masks.
	Edge Mode for masks delivers an on-demand boost for speech audibility with just a tap of your hearing aids.
	Automatically optimizes for social distancing and background noise.
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Better hearing. Better living.

NuEar’s advanced technology with supreme sound quality and premium features

 

Learn more












					
				

				
				
				
                
                    
                
                
                    
                
				
				
            
 
        
 
    
 
 




    
        
			
			


	

	Invisible
hearing aids

		So tiny no one will notice

	Learn more


 




	

	Helping a
loved one

		Make a difference

	Learn more


 




	

	Test your
hearing now

		In less than 5 minutes

	Learn more


 

	
			
		
 
    
 



    




    
        
        
            
                Hearing loss

                 One of the most common health issues in the world is also 

one of the most treatable.
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            You’re Not Alone

            
                48 million Americans—or nearly one in five, age 12 and older—experience hearing loss severe enough to hinder communication.1
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            You Won’t Stand Out

            
                Asking people to constantly repeat themselves or responding inappropriately draws more attention than wearing today's stylish hearing aids.

            

        




            
 
        

        
            

    
 
 



    
        
        
            
                The effects

                 Let’s face it, living with hearing loss can be frustrating, even dangerous. Hearing aids can allow you to function better in all areas of your life:

            

        
 
			
				
					
						
							
									[image: 1 in 6 people experience hearing loss - 80% do nothing about it.]
							

							
								[image: Untreated hearing loss has been linked to dementia and other cognitive disorders.]
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							[image: Adults with mild loss are 2 times more likely to develop dementia. Adults with moderate loss are 3 times more likely to develop dementia. Adults with severe loss are 5 times more likely to develop dementia.]
						

					
 
					
						
							[image: Those with untreated hearing loss experience a 30-40% greater decline in thinking abilities compared to those without hearing loss.]
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                        Hearing test simulator

                        Think you may have hearing loss?

                    

                
 
                
                
                
                    
                        

Try this quick and easy at-home hearing test simulator to find out if you should talk to a hearing professional.

                        
                            Hearing Apps
						
                            Find a Professional
                        

                    

                
 
                
                
                
                    
                        Think you may have hearing loss?

                        

Try this quick and easy at-home hearing test simulator to find out if you should talk to a hearing professional.

                        
                            Begin The Test
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                Your options

                There's a hearing solution just right for you.
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                                Hearing & Activity Tracking
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                                Smartphone Compatible
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                                Receiver-In-Canal
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                                Completely-In-Canal
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                                Behind-The-Ear
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                                In-The-Canal
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                                In-The-Ear
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                                Single-Sided Hearing
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                                        Hearing & Activity Tracking

                                        The hearing aid that tracks body and brain health.

                                        Learn More
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                                        Smartphone Compatible

                                        Connect directly to your Android and Apple smartphones via the Thrive Hearing or TruLink Hearing Control app.

                                        Learn More
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                                        Invisible Products

                                        Custom fit to each person, invisible hearing aids rest in the second bend of the ear canal, making them virtually undetectable to others. They are designed to be removed daily to promote good ear health.

                                        Learn More
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                                        Receiver-In-Canal

                                        Barely visible when worn, Receiver-in-Canal hearing aids (RIC) place the receiver (or speaker) inside the ear canal — connected to the power source by thin electrical wires. They provide a comfortable, open fit.

                                        Learn More
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                                        Completely-In-Canal

                                        Completely-in-Canal hearing aids (CIC) are custom-made to fit completely in the ear canal. Only the tip of a small plastic “handle” shows outside the canal, which is used to insert and remove the instrument.

                                        Learn More
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                                        Behind-The-Ear

                                        Behind-the-Ear hearing aids (BTE) are the world’s most common style, with the hearing technology housed in a casing that rests behind the ear. A clear plastic acoustical tube directs amplified sound into an earbud or a customized earmold that is fitted inside the ear canal.

                                        Learn More
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                                        In-The-Canal

                                        Like invisible hearing aids, In-the-Canals (ITC) are custom-fit to your unique ear, but the faceplate shows in the outer portion of the first bend.

                                        Learn More
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                                        In-The-Ear

                                        In-the-Ear hearing aids (ITE) are also custom molded uniquely for you and feature a faceplate that shows in the outer portion of your ear.

                                        Learn More
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                                        Tinnitus

                                        Featuring patent-pending technology, this comfortable, nearly invisible device is designed to deliver all-day tinnitus relief.

                                        Learn More
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                                        Single-Sided Hearing

                                        CROS solution that allows you to hear sounds in your weaker hearing ear by way of your healthy ear.

                                        Learn More
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Which option is best for you?        
 
    
 
 


    
        
        
            
                Don't wait

                 You wouldn’t put off getting glasses if you were having trouble seeing. Hearing loss is not something you should just “put up with.” In fact, research shows early treatment can make a difference.12
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            Use it or Lose It

            
                Over time, reduced stimulation to your ears and brain can actually impair the brain's ability to process sound and recognize speech. Hearing impairment is only partially recoverable with hearing aids.
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            The Sooner the Better

            
                When you can't hear what's going on around you, your mental sharpness and communication abilities suffer. The earlier you start using hearing aids, the quicker you'll notice benefits.

            

        




            
 
        
 
        
    
 



        

    
            
        
            Ready to hear better?

            Let us help you get in touch with a hearing professional.

        
 
     
 
        
        
            
Get Started!                    

                                    Where to purchase

            

        
 

                
            
Take a Hearing Test                Not sure yet?
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